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STARNET Region II, A Division of The Center: Resources for Teaching and Learning 
SLO Template 

General Information 

Academic Year 2015-2016 

Educator Name Example Teacher 

Course/Subject Language Arts 

Grade Level(s) Early Childhood 

Interval of Instruction  9/30/15 – 1/11/16 

 
Timeline  

Initial Approval Date 9/15/15 

Midcourse Check-In Date 11/16/15 

Midcourse Check-In Notes:  Revised growth targets can be completed after the first trimester (once more data is available) based on student 
progress monitoring and attendance so as consistent with District PERA agreement. 

 
Element 1: Learning Goal 

 

☐ Describe the learning goal. 
 

Given visual supports, 80% of students will comment on immediate events (include communicative 
intents) and/or converse with peers and/or adults on appropriate topics and texts as measured by: 
Portfolio entries and Teaching Strategies Gold assessment entries. 
 

☐ Identify the content standards 
associated with the learning goal. 
Include the text of the content 
standards. 
 

IELDS 1.B.ECb With teacher assistance, participate in collaborative conversations with diverse 
partners (e.g., peers and adults) about appropriate topics and texts. 
1.B.ECa  Use language for a variety of purposes 
1.B.ECb  With teacher assistance, participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners 
(e.g., peers and adults in both small and large groups) about age –appropriate topics and texts. 
1.B.ECc  Continue a conversation through two or more exchanges. 
1.B.ECd Engage in agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g. listening, making eye contact, taking turns 
speaking). 
 

☐ Describe the student population. 
 

The student population includes 9 special education students; ages 3 & 4 years old.  
--R, D and J are 3 years old, just started school and have limited communicative verbalizations.  
Learning a Communication Exchange system to express immediate needs. 
--A, B and C started school mid-year 2015, attended ESY and communicate using 2-3 word phrases 
when given visual supports. 
--E, F and G are returning students and will be going to Kindergarten in fall of 2017. Communicate 
using 3-5 word phrases. G augments communication with 5 single word signs. 
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☐ Summarize the instructional 
strategies used to teach the 
learning goal. 
  

All staff  serving these students will utilize: 
--Implement Creative Curriculum teachings strategies 
--Item, photo or icon communication exchange system 
--Use of visual supports across school environments 
--Limited single word sign language, as needed 
--Sabotage student request for materials (in view) once target vocabulary has been used at least once 
by student. 

 
Discussion Questions 

 What “big idea” is supported by the learning goal? 

 How does the learning goal support students’ development of critical thinking, problem solving, and analytical skills? 
 
 

Element 2: Assessment  
 

☐ Describe the assessment and 
evaluation procedures that 
measure students’ understanding 
of the learning goal. 
 

Team will utilize Authentic Assessment of students (observations) to document communication with 
peers and adults across school environments, per portfolio requirements and record in Teaching 
Strategies Gold assessment system.  
--At least 2 portfolio entries each trimester for each student (classroom teacher and SLP) 
--Teaching Strategies Gold curriculum based assessment system entries  each trimester 
 

☐ Describe how the assessment 
and evaluation procedures will 
be differentiated to meet the 
needs of all students described in 
the student population. 
 

Across all school environments: 
--Communication Exchange System will be available, as individualized for R, D and J. 
--Visual supports (to include photos and icons) as individualized for A, B, C,E, F and G. 
--Staff will utilize single word signs (familiar to G) so that all students learn their meaning when 
communicated. 

 
Discussion Questions 

 How often will you collect data to monitor student progress toward this learning goal?  

 How will you use this assessment information to monitor student progress and inform your instruction? 
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Element 3: Growth Targets 
 

☐ Identify students’ baseline data. 
 

See BASELINE CHART  (description below) 
--R uses behavioral means (cry, reach for, grab) to request an immediate need for a highly familiar 
object across school environments. No communicative exchanges. 
--D and J communicate immediate needs by selecting 1 photo (out of a set of 3) in structured activities 
or pointing in unstructured activities to request toys & personal or classroom items. No 
communicative exchanges. 
--A, B and C communicate using primarily 2 word utterances (frequently paired with pointing) to 
communicate needs.  Visual supports required to communicate general events (e.g. vocabulary icons, 
photos of people). Verbal/communicative exchanges typically 0-1.  
--E, F and G communicate typically using 3 word phrases. Visual supports required to communicate 
events (e.g. vocabulary, verb and adjective icons/ photos).  Verbal/communicative exchanges typically 
1-2. 
-- When frustrated, G augments facial expressions with 5 single word signs (helps, stop, want, no, 
more). 
 

☐ Using students’ baseline data 
identify appropriate growth 
targets for your student 
population. 
 

 See TARGET GROWTH CHART 

 
Discussion Questions 

 Explain how the growth targets demonstrate ambitious, yet realistic targets, for all students described in the student population. 
 
 

Element 4: Outcome 
 

☐ Document the number or percentage of students who 
achieved their identified growth targets. 
 

 

 
Required for Evaluator 

☐ Explain how the number or percentage of students who 
met their identified growth targets translates into an 
appropriate teacher rating. 
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Element 5: Teacher Rating 
 

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Excellent 

 
Less than 25% of Students Met the 

Indicated Growth Target(s). 

 
25% - 50% of Students Met the 

Indicated Growth Target(s). 

 
51% - 75% of Students Met the 

Indicated Growth Target(s). 

 
76% - 100% of Students Met the 

Indicated Growth Target(s). 
 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Date:  Evaluator Signature:  
 

Date:  
 

Teacher Signature:  
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BASELINE CHART 

Students Behavioral / Immediate Requesting  Commenting Expressing 

R X    

D X X   

J X X   

A X X Emerging with visual supports  

B X X Emerging with visual supports  

C X X Emerging with visual supports  

D   X  

E   X  

G   X  

 
 
Behavioral= Uses behavior means to communicate an immediate need/desire.  Examples are crying, reaching, grabbing, and falling to the floor. 

Communicative exchange includes shaking head no; waves bye-bye. 
Immediate= Uses behavioral means and/or pointing to indicate an immediate desire (to obtain a personal item, objects or food) to others.  

Communicative exchange includes shaking head no, extending hand or vocalizing for yes or to communicate pleasure or more. 
Requesting= Uses an exchange of photos/icons or 1-2 words to request a personal item, objects or food.  Communicative exchange is repeating 

a word and shared visual attention/visual referencing.  
Commenting= Uses a sequence of 3- 4 words (or icons/photos) to make a statement or comment, typically with one exchange.  
Expressing= Uses a formal communication system (icons or words) to request or comment with a minimum of three exchanges.  Student stays 

on topic during exchanges. 
 
 
TARGET GROWTH CHART 

Students Behavioral / Immediate Requesting Commenting Expressing 

R  X   

D  X X  

J  X X  

A   X  

B   X  

C   X  

D    X 

E    X 

G    X 
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